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We consider reading a key element of growth
for children. Strong stories, ambitious
illustrations and the noble ideal of creating
readers : this is what D’eux stands for.

WATCH OUT FOR THE TEETH!
À qui sont ces grandes dents?

Tempête sur la savane

As for our authors and our illustrators, we
admire them so much that we adopted them!

Un éléphant dans la savane n’arrête pas de rouspéter,
rouspéter, rouspéter. Les animaux de la savane
se réunissent pour trouver une solution à tout ce
rouspétage. Une solution qui sera assez efficace, oui…

Together, we are a family. Together, we create
essential, funny, moving or pretty serious
books. Together, we make thought-provoking
books, that demand rereading; books to give,

Un best-seller instantané au Canada. Réimprimé
quatre mois après sa sortie en librairie!

books to lend.

Thèmes :

Who owns those teeth…
Who owns those hairs?
Who owns those white spots ?
Be carful…
And if we backed up to look more closely?
A book with perfect ingredients for the young reader :
some scary hints, a page turner,
with an ending that brings us closer together,

animaux, politesse, le vivre ensemble, résolution de
problèmes, Afrique.

Hoping that you too will adopt them. And us…

Themes :

L’auteur :

wolf, family, being afraid, receptive structure, anticipation

Auteur d’une cinquantaine d’albums jeunesse,
Michaël Escoffier découvre le monde de l’édition sur le
tard. Véritable chouchou de l’édition française, son œuvre
est traduite dans de nombreuses langues.

RIGHTS CONTACT

Ambre Communication Agency
Pascale Patte-Wilbert

The author :

Sandrine Beau is a prolific french author
with numerous prizes for her many, wonderful books.

L’illustrateur :

1, rue de la Lizonne 16700 - Bioussac / France

The illustrator :

With a mixture of collage, drawings, painting,
Manon Gauthier creates unique illustrations
for every book she works on.

ppattewilbert@wanadoo.fr
www.ambre-communication.com

©2016

3 ans et plus

24.5 X 34 cm

978-2-924645-01-7
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With a mixture of collage, drawings, painting,
Marjorie Beal creates unique illustrations
for every book she works on.

32 pages

©2016

CAN $18,95

2 and up

19.3 X 24.5 cm

978-2-924645-02-4
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24 pages

CAN $16,95

SHE WILL ALWAYS BE THERE
Elle sera toujours là

THE GARDENER’S BOOKS
Le jardinier qui plantait des livres

The narrator lists, in a pure poetic language, the
important moments in his young life with his mother.

Him, cultivating books in his garden. Her, alone,
parentless. Their stance meeting one morning will
change both their lives.

Critically praised, the words are lovingly chosen, and
are echoed in the tender illustrations.

A strong and touching story on fatherhood and
reading, woven with beautiful words and illustrations.

Themes :

Themes :

loss, motherhood, love, memories

reading, fatherhood, empathy, solitude

The author :

The author :

French author Thierry Lenain has always written with a
purpose : to awaken humanity in his readers.

Canadian author Nadine Poirier has an endless bowl
of ideas and words. As she says, she just seems to cook
them just right…

The illustrator :

Canadian illustrator Manon Gauthier has received
praises for her wonderful collages et her gifted
illustrations.

©2016

4 and up

22 X 27.5 cm

978-2-924645-03-1
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The illustrator :

For more than 20 years, Belgian illustrator
Claude K Dubois has received numerous praises and
prizes for her tender water colour illustrations.

24 pages

©2016

CAN $18,95

5 and up

23.5 X 23.5 cm

978-2-924645-07-9
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32 pages

CAN $18,95

LILI BETWEEN TWO NESTS
Lili entre deux nids

PLUM AND PERLETTE
Prune et Perlette

Now that her parents have had a disagreement, Lili
must spend her days torn between two nests.

A dog. A cat.
Their daily life in multiple scenes.

Honest words full of hope make this story both
charming and true.

A playfull look at their shared life.

Themes :

dog, cat, friendship, what brings us together.

Themes :

birds, gamily, separation, courage

The author :

The author and illustrator:

French author Véronique Le Normand has been writing
books for 30 years. Her book, I love, won an honorable
mention at the Bologna Book Fair in 2004.

This is the first story of Denmark born Jonna Lund
Sørensen. We cannot wait for her next books!

The illustrator :

Canadian illustrator Manon Gauthier has received
praises for her wonderful collages et her gifted
illustrations.

©2016

3 and up

23.5 X 23.5 cm

978-2-924645-00-0
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32 pages

©2016

CAN $18,95

3 and up

26 X 26 cm

978-2-924645-08-6
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32 pages

CAN $18,95

IF I WAS CULTURE MINISTER…
Si j’étais ministre de la Culture…
If I was Culture Minister, what would I do so people
would realize the great role Culture plays in our lives?
A call to action, a call from the heart! In pamphlet
form, the book was voted one of the five best books
published in Quebec in 2016 by librarians.

Themes :

culture, politics

The author :

French author Carole Fréchette has been writing for
the theatre for 30 years. Her plays, translates in over
nineteen languages, are played all over the world.

The illustrator :

Recipient of the Prix Spécial Sorcières in 2010, known
for his multiple styles, French author and illustrator
Thierry Dedieu has published more than 200 books.
Many of them have won prestigious prizes and are
translated in many languages.

©2016

8 and up

29.7 X 38 cm

978-2-924645-06-2
editionsdeux.com

32 pages

CAN $18,95

